ABSTRACT. Simple formulas in terms of Chern classes are given for the volume of a tube about a Kahler submanifold of a space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. A comparison theorem which generalizes these formulas is also given. Tubes about complete intersections in complex projective space are studied in detail.
Theorem (1.1) can be used to calculate the volumes of tubes about many interesting complex submanifolds of CP n( A), for example complete intersections (see also Remark (5) below). COROLLARY 
Let P = pal---an-q(A) C cpn(A) be a complete intersection, de-
fined as the simultaneous zeros of polynomials of degrees a 1 .. , a n -q . Assume that r > 0 is not larger than the distance from P to its nearest focal point. Then There is a formula for the volume of pal --an_q ( A) [MU, p. 89, K]: (1.4)
When (1.4) is combined with (1.3) a more explicit formula for VpCP"(A)(r) results. 
In particular, the formula for the volume of a tube of radius r about a complex hypersurface of degree dis
VpCPn(A)(r) = :! (Xr {1-(1 -dsin2Arr}.
(Also of interest of course is the special case q = 0; this is the formula (already known to Study [S] ) for the volume of a geodesic ball in cpn(A), VmCPn(A)(r) = (l/n !)« ' IT /A)sin 2 A r)n.) COROLLARY 
The volume of a tube of radius r about a complete intersection in cpn(A) depends only on A, r and the degrees of the polynomials defining the complete intersection.
REMARKS. (1) There are formulas corresponding to Theorem 1.1 for tubes about complex submanifolds of C n or CHn(A) (where CHn(A) denotes complex hyperbolic space with holomorphic sectional curvature -4A, A > 0). However, in these cases complex submanifolds of positive dimension are necessarily noncompact.
Nevertheless tube formulas are meaningful when the closure P is compact. The corresponding formulas are (1.6) (1.7) (For (1.6) see also [GR5] ; some information about VF(r) is also given [GS] .) (2) Let P be a compact Kahler submanifold of a compact Kahler manifold M. Then P defines an element [P] in the homology ring H *(M, R). Hence (see for License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use example [MS, p. 196] 
From (1.8) it follows that (1.1) can be rewritten as (1.1)'
In the case that dime M = dime P + lone has in fact that Yl (v( P) )] = the first Chern class of the normal bundle of P in M.
(See for example [MS, p. 196] .) Thus for a complex intersection P = pajOOan_q(X) in cpn(x) the dual class [cf>] can be computed by induction. It turns out that (1.9)
Thus using (1.8) and (1.9) it follows that (1.3) can be reformulated as (3) Note that for any Kahler manifold P and any integer n it is possible to define (1.10)
by formulas (1.1), (1.6) and (1.7). All that is required is that the relevant integrals converge. Thus the expressions in (1.10) make sense formally even when P is not embedded in cpn(x), en or CHn(x). For example when n = 0 and P is compact all of the expressions in (1.10) coincide with the Euler characteristic of P. VF(r) and VpCHn(Al(r) by formulas (1.1), (1.6) and (1.7). Then these functions are the same for all Kahler deformations. In particular, if (Q, M) is a Kahler deformation of (P, cpn(x) ), then
The proof of Theorem 1.5 is elementary (given formulas (1.1), (1.6) and (1.7)) and is given in [GR5].
(5) It is interesting to write out formulas (1.1) and (1.6) for certain simple Kahler manifolds P. If P is a compact Riemann surface with Euler characteristic X(P), then
These formulas are simple consequences of the fact that !PYI = X(P).
Similarly, for a compact complex surface the tube formulas are
Another case of interest is that of a flat submanifold pq c cpn(A). Then
Similarly, when pq c cpn(A) is totally geodesic,
2. Four equations describing the geometry of tubes. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension n and let P c M be a topologically embedded submanifold which is relatively compact. In this section results of [GR3] are summarized; in subsequent sections they will be specialized to Kahler manifolds.
Let t -+ y(t) be a unit speed geodesic in M normal to P with y(O) = pEP.
Assume that t ;;:. 0 is less than the distance between P and its nearest focal point. Denote by S(t) the second fundamental form at the point y(t) of the tubular hypersurface at a distance t from P. Also let R(t): My(t) -+ My(t) be the linear transformation defined by (R(t), x, y) = R~(t)xy'(t)y, where ( , ) and RM are the metric and curvature tensor fields of M, My(t) denotes the tangent space to M at y(t), and x,y E My(t). 
S'(t) = S(t)2 + R(t).
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The study of (2.1) is essentially equivalent to the study of Jacobi fields near P. Equation (2.1) has the advantage that it yields direct information about the principal curvatures of the tubular hypersurfaces.
Next let w be a Riemannian volume form defined near P with Ilwll = 1, and let (Xl' ... ,x n ) be a system of Fermi coordinates (cf. [GR3] ) such that w(_O t\ ... t\ ~)(y(t)) > O.
oX I oXn
For u E p.L with lIuli = 1, put
Then fJu(t) measures the ratio of the infinitesimal volume element of the normal bundle of P to the infinitesimal volume element of M.
Let VpM(r) be the volume of a tube of radius r about P; thus
(See [GR3] for details.) Also let sn-q -l(l) be the unit sphere in P/ .
By means of (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) the tube volume VpM(r) is expressed in terms of the second fundamental forms of the tubular hypersurfaces.
There is a fourth equation of a different sort that is relevant to the estimation of VpM(r) in terms of curvature, and also to the Weyl tube formula. Let Tu: Pp --+ Pp denote the second fundamental form of the submanifold P at pEP in the direction u E P/ ' and consider the function
In general this function will depend on the immersion of P in M. It is remarkable, however, that the average of det(/ -sTu) over sn-q -l(l) C P/ is expressible in terms of the curvature of P and M; hence this average is independent of the immersion, for example when M is a homogeneous space. More precisely, PROPOSITION 2.4.
Here R P denotes the curvature operator of P and R M denotes the restriction to P of the curvature operator of M. Then (R P -RMy is the cth power of R P -RM and (x) it is also possible to derive tube formulas. This is the subject of the following sections.
3. Chern fonns and curvature. Let P be any almost Hermitian manifold of complex dimension q and let R be any tensor field on P that has all of the symmetries of the curvature tensor field of a Kahler manifold. (Later R will be taken to be R P -R cpn (},.) .) Let {EllEl ... EqlEq} be a local holomorphic orthonormal frame field on P. Then the complex curvature forms of R with respect to this frame field are the 2-forms Eab defined by where Yc(R) is a 2c-form on P.
It is also possible to define the cth power of R (see for example [GRID. The definition can be given inductively via the formulas RO = 1 and
Then the complete contraction of R C is
.. ac=l where {El ... E 2q } is any local orthonormal frame field on P.
According to [GR4) there is a relation between the Chern forms and the cth powers of R.
q!(q -c)!C 2C RC = C!(2c)!(2'lT)\Yc(R) A. Fq-c, Fq).
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y{R) = y{R)(l). y{R)(t)
The main case of interest is when P is a complex submanifold of a space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature, say cpn(A), and R = R P -RCP"U,).
According to [GR4] there is a relation between y(R P -Rcpn(A») and y(R P ).
PROPOSITION 3.3.
I\Ya(R P ).
a~O Therefore, Here Ilea(O)1 < 00 for a = 1 ... q* while ,,;(0) = -00 for i = (q + 1)* ... n*. Thus (4.2) can be solved explicitly:
PROPOSITION 3.4. If P is a complex submanifold ofcpn(A), then y( R P -RCP"(A»)

-(A/7T)F
TI(l-~F+Xa
From (4.3) it follows that
Because of the explicit form of (4.4), equation (2.2) can be solved explicitly. The result is (4.5) 
Ou(t)
It is now possible to derive a formula for VpCP(~)( r) using equations (2.3), (2.4) and (4.6).
LEMMA 4.1. For 0 ~ t ~ the distance between P and its nearest focal point,
is the surface volume of the tube of radius t about P. A proof of (4.7) using Jacobi fields is given in [GV) ; proofs of (4.7) making use of the submersion s2n+l(X) -+ cpn(x) are given in [F) and [WO). Formula (4.7) amounts to a Weyl tube formula for complex submanifolds of cpn(x). However, more is required for Theorem 1.1. The right-hand side of (4.7) must be expressed in terms of Chern forms and then the whole expression must be integrated from 0 to r. LEMMA 4.2. For 0 ~ t ~ the distance between P and its nearest focal point,
PROOF. It follows from (2.4) and (4.6) that (4.9)
Hence from (3.1) and (4.9) follows
Hence (4.8) follows. COROLLARY 4.3. For 0 ~ r ~ distance from P to its nearest focal point 
In particular, 
When (5.4) is integrated over P all forms not of degree 2q must be discarded. Hence from (5.4) and (2.3) follows
Now (1.5) is a consequence of (1.4) and (5.5).
6. Comparison theorems. In this section it will be shown that there is a comparison theorem which simultaneously generalizes Theorem 1.1 and also the Bishop-GUnther comparison theorem. This theorem is a refinement for Kahler submanifolds of the comparison theorems of [GR3] .
The following notion will be needed: Assume that P is relatively compact and topologically embedded, and that r > 0 is not larger than the distance from P to its nearest focal point.
(ii) Suppose K M(O) 
PROOF. The proof of Theorem 1.1 must be generalized. The four fundamental equations described in §2 are completely general and so they may be used as they stand.
First part (i) will be established. Instead of (4. When (6.7) is integrated from 0 to r and then over P the result is the first inequality of (6.1).
To establish the second inequality in (6.1) let ~u(t) denote the quantity in the right-hand side of (6.6). It is clear that (6 8) J-( ) (sinAt )2n-2 q -1 ( ,,) At ."n-q ("" 2 ) n-q ~(n-q)! I smAr .
The integral in the middle term of (6.9) can be computed. Thus when (6.9) is integrated over P and (6.6) is used, the second and third inequalities of (6.1) result. The proof of (6.2) is similar to that of (6.1); this time all of the inequalities are reversed. The only difference is that there is no analog of (6.8).
